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Meeting of the Steering Committee ”EUSBSR Policy Area Tourism” 
October 15, 2020 (online) 

 
 
Agenda  
Item 1 Welcoming Remarks 
Item 2 Conclusions and outcomes of the workshop on “Tourism recovery through 

cooperation” 
Item 3 Expert advice on “cooperation in tourism industry during the pandemic crisis” 
Item 4 Exchange: How did the BSR member states manage to get through the Covod-19 

crisis? 
Item 5 EUSBSR PA Tourism Status quo and post-2020 agenda 
Item 6 13th Baltic Sea Tourism Forum: Current state of planning 
 
 

1.) Welcoming Remarks (Friederike) 
  
Welcoming of the participants and introducing the setting of the day.  
 
Participants: 

 Joanna Mouliou: DG Regio/D1, Program manager EU Policies 

 Georgios Drakopolous: DG Regio’s external expert in international tourism affairs 

 Karol Biedrzycki: Ministry of Economic Development of the Republic of Poland  

 Hanna-Mari Kuhmonen: Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland 

 Lidija Bajarūnienė: Ministry of the Economy and Innovation of Lithuania 

 Ulrik Andersen: German National Tourist Board (office in Denmark)-> substitute for Bo 
Lauridsen 

 Inguna Zigure: Investment and Development Agency of Latvia -> Substitute for Inese 
Šīrava 

 Annika Anton: Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications of Estonia 

 Friederike-Sophie Maasch: Tourist Board Mecklenburg-Vorpommern -> Substitute for 
Andrea Krabbe  

 
Excused  

 Andrea Krabbe, Ministry of Economics, Employment and Health Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern (Germany) 

 Erika Rosander: Swedish Agency for Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional 
Growth -> Substitue for Anna Niklasson: Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation of 
Sweden (new coordinator for Tourism Policy since October 2020) 
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2.) Conclusions and outcomes of the workshop on “Tourism recovery through cooperation” 

(EU REGIONS WEEK) 
 

- The big event to launch the study on Covid-19 impact took place in frame of the EU 

Regions week 

- Very good participation, high interest of participants 

 

- Hosted by head of Unit of DG Regio for macro regional strategies (Mr. Jean-Pierre 

Halkin): 

- Tourism is an important topic during current programming period: Interreg programs 

have invested almost 12% of the overall Interreg budget in Tourism related projects, 

involving the mobilizing of 4800 partners from the ground -> shows bottom-up 

approach of Interreg 

 

- Ms. Athanasopoulou (DG Growth): Tourism matters for EU and employment 

- „We need to create healthy and favorable environment for tourism businesses” 

- Facilitate cooperation between member states 

- Tourism in EU suffers -> at risk 6 mil jobs -> puts tourism companies under pressure 

- Tourism mostly hit in urban areas and cities (business tourism mostly affected by crisis) 

- Mountain resorts, coastal areas maned crisis better due to domestic tourism 

- Crisis is still there; we need to reflect how to address tourism recovery in the upcoming 

programming period 2021-2027 

- Short term financial activities like Corona Virus investment initiatives were stressed 

- The recovery will take 2, 3, or 4 years (speculation) -> Gloomy outlook regarding tourism 

perspectives  

- “We need to: 1. mitigate employment rates and protect jobs in tourism sector, 2. make 

travel and tourism possible in a save manner” 

- So far, 1.83 trillion Euros have been invested in Tourism recovery in different actions  

- Other important points: New decision for tourism and transport package, all countries 

agreed to establish the same column code in order to map Europe in matters of Covid 

- Excepted Results: Circular business models to develop new types of destinations: 

sustainable, plastic free, and carbon neutral destinations are welcomed in the future, as 

well as investing in green mobility, updating infrastructure, improving energy, 

modernizing public administration  

- Also, cooperation and cross border mobility is very important in case of tourism 

- Digitalization, skills gap and sustainability -> can’t be solved at local level -> can be 

multiplied at cross border level 

- All tools are not enough without a shared vision of tourism 

- Organization of a European Tourism Convention 12 Oct. 2020 with EU institutions, the 

industry, regions, cities and other stakeholders to jointly build the future of a 

sustainable, innovative and resilient European tourism ecosystem –> Building the 

European Tourism Agenda for 2050 

- Outcomes of the European Tourism Convention: 1. A safe and seamless tourism 

experience; 2. Green holidays and 3. Data driven tourism 
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- Tourism has to be reinvented (e.g. cultural tourism, rural tourism, …) 

- „We need to save tourism; we have the right framework/governance tools to work at 

European level” 

- „We need a greener, more innovative, more resilient tourism” to reduce tourism 

footprint -> address a more coordinated circular economy 
 

- Ms. Vlasta Klarić addressed the “Vitamin C concept” for MRS, letter C standing for 

cooperation, coordination and coalition  

- We need a form of tourism that transforms people and society -> transformative 

Tourism 

- Crisis is deep -> opportunity to change behavior 
 

Most popular topic based on Covid-19 study: idea to ask MRS coordinators to establish 

a crisis management plan together (public) 
 

3.) Expert advice on cooperation in tourism industry during the pandemic crisis (See 

PowerPoint presentation) 

- “We see impact of covid-19 on GDP, Employment and Multipliers” 

- Almost all tourism destinations around the world have travel restrictions 

- No idea, when Covid is going to end -> 2021 will be another Covid year 

- Produced a set of indicators for all MRS: A) International arrivals, B) Transport and 

Tourism industry, C) Modes of transport with ref. to Tourism 

- Big question: How to restart Tourism? (Saving employment positions, Digital 

technologies offer many possibilities, …) 

- Create Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) at regional level (not only at national level) 

- What can be done together? (Establishment of a crisis management plan, Removal of 

travel restrictions, Restoration of transport connections, Government should continue 

subsidizing, installation of travel corridors) 

- Co-create the new normal - > macro regional strategies provide a good platform  

 

Discussion: 

Is it too early to speak about a new normal? (Karol) 

- Businesses are not expected to make profits during 2020/21 (Georgios) 

- Recovery start should be planned now 

- Start talking together -> macro-regional strategy concept offers a good platform for 

exchange, there is plenty of space for development (e. g. share Travel Intelligence, 

formulate specific inter-MRS tourism products) 

 

- The moment is now! (Joanna) 

- The countries are drafting documents for programming period 2021-2027 together  

- Interreg programs remain the basis for cooperation, in upcoming period, “cooperation” 

is also a mainstream issue -> National/regional programs will be asked to address 

measures for cooperation with other countries/regions 

- MRS can identify ideas of actions to launch embedding dialogue with programs (e. g. 

establish plans for tourism in crisis, establish macro-regional platforms for exchange, …) 
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- DG Regio/D1 offers support to facilitate the transmission of ideas to the programs 

- Initial concept: Launch a declaration for tourism cooperation based on 

recommendations of the expert advice 

- What could be best for our strategy? What kind of actions do we want to include in the 

upcoming period 2021-2027?  

- Do we want to start process for drafting a declaration from the MRS to the programs? 

- Proposal by DG Regio/D1: Start written procedure after meeting to introduce our views 

to programs 

 

Concerning the different measures used in different countries (fiscal, monetary, 

employment, skills, etc.): Which have been most effective in acute crisis phase and 

recovery phase? (Hanna-Mari) 

- At the moment exists no evaluation on country basis and for diff. measures taken 

- An indication based on results will be available at the end of the year 2020 (Georgios) 

 

What could be the new form of Tourism? (Friederike) 

- The new normal will be to move from mass to quality tourism -> promote young 

tourism, sports and adventures, a greener tourism and short distance tourism 

- Promote e.g. diff. cultural sites in regions, attract more tourist to areas that were not 

so popular until now 

- Promote Green and alternative fuels 

- Promote tourism in remote places -> combining with the European territorial agenda:  

give opportunities for all territories in Europe, explore islands, mountainous regions, 

sparsely populated areas (Joanna) 

 

- Tourism is a very complicated sector, “we have to be proactive”! (Georgios) 

 

Concerning quality and mass tourism: Do we need another infrastructure to spread out 

the people? (Ulrik) 

- DG Regio (Cohesion fund) is considering to invest in tourism (small scale) infrastructure 

in upcoming period 

- Amount for small scale infrastructure in last period: 20 million euros  

- Moment to address need: e. g. develop infrastructure to remote places (Joanna) 

 

Messages from the European Tourism Convention: 

- Future of tourism should be addressed to local people, who will familiarize more with 

technology 

- Tourism sector currently needs stability, not only security 

- Tourism will be integrated in all transport and mobility plans (in the future Commission 

processes) 

- Innovating across tourism ecosystem and Public Private Partnerships will be the key 

(Joanna) 
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4.) Exchange: How did the BSR member states manage to get through the Covod-19 crisis? 
 
Denmark (Ulrik) 

- Managed covid-19 crisis quite well, total lock down in March, May started to loosen up, 

Since June, bars were open until midnight 

- Covid crisis had huge impact on cities -> Copenhagen empty during summer -> no 

tourists, hard times for hotels  

- At the moment: close down in a smaller scale: bars and restaurants only allowed to 

open until 6 pm, only allowed to gather 50 people -> New regulation (Sept. – Oct.)   

- Travel agencies had to let 30%-40% of their employees’ go 

- Expected that more companies will collapse 

- Optimistic, that Denmark can manage it to go through crises  

 

- Estonia (Annika) 

- High frustration in tourism sector -> faced in everyday work 

- Big hotels in the capital mostly affected -> summer season has alleviated situation a bit 

- Rural tourism companies and traditional holiday destinations, islands -> quite good 

summer 

- Big quality/conference hotels invested a lot -> no events -> businesses are struggling 

- Tallin: number of very good quality hotels closed down 

- As a small country: very dependent on international tourism arrivals and on opening of 

borders 

- Domestic tourism accounts for only 30% of the total tourism expenditures 

- Currently can’t be optimistic until next summer (2021) 

- There was a lot of hope, but after summer season 2020 it’s quite bad again (low season 

ahead for tourism sector) 

- A lot of workers laid off in coming club season 

- Currently working on Tourism revival plan 

- Had new tourism strategy worked out before crisis -> crisis turned it upside down, new 

focus lies on what can be targeted in upcoming years 

- Trying to be optimistic for 2023/24 

- Struggle to get support for tourism sector-> political decision -> not the highest priority 

- No sector specific support aid 

- Target groups that didn’t receive any support in spring (e. g. certified guides) will be 

included now (very tricky to make selection whom to include) 

 

Finland (see presentation) (Hanna-Mari) 

- Covid-19 situation was very severe, sudden in Finish tourism sector (situation was esp. 

difficult from April to June) 

- Had very strict travel restrictions 

- Difficult for tourism businesses -> created uncertainty about future 

- Corona situation is getting worse (new restrictions will follow) 

- Winter tourism in Lapland is based on international tourists -> it looks very bad in in 

Lapland area 

- Regional differences are big:  
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- Cities have been hit mostly in Finland 

- Helsinki region biggest drop in overnight stays (60%), Aland Islands suffered a lot 

- Situation in rural areas not so bad 

- Overnight stays in hotels: 37% decrease in August 

- Decrease of 86% of passengers at Finish airports in August 

- No specific support for tourism businesses, only general support for all businesses 

- Subsidies would be needed desperately for tourism sector, only restaurants received 

specific aid during lock down 

 

Latvia (Inguna) 

- The situation is very similar as in Estonia, Lithuania and other countries 

- Very depended on international tourists 

- New products to develop domestic tourism -> doesn’t help tourism sector very much, 

but helps region 

- Created the “Baltic Bubble” travel zone -> brought quite a lot of tourists, happy to see 

many tourists from Finland, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia 

- Now: same situation as in spring (second wave) 

 

 

Lithuania (Lidija) 

- Recently more cases of Covid 

- Situation for Business hotels is very bad 

- Situation for resorts very good (spa hotels are full booked) 

- Government is thinking about subsidies for accommodation services, restaurants 

- Implemented good measures: Tourism innovation -> invested 6 million euros for 

innovative services, staff training, digitalization -> very good and successful, things are 

moving, but not very fast 

- Wants to share idea: Invited medical staff to spend holidays in Lithuania during low 

season (Sept.- Nov. 2020) (giving them 200€ for holidays) -> Government wants to 

continue with this measure and do the same for teachers 

- Tourism guides received less from Lithuania (work individually), no compensation from 

government 

- Currently fighting a bit with businesses 

- Change of tourism law -> prolonged time for compensation, put vouchers into 

interactions  

- Elections for new government took place last week 

- Creating new plan for future and a new reality 

 

Poland (Karol) 

- Situation bad (during summer: better on Baltic Sea coast) 

- Worst situation in cities -> Business hotels empty 

- Establishment of different tourism aid funds, vouchers for children 
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5.) Policy Area Tourism (See presentation) (Friederike) 

- Integration of SDG 13: “Climate change“ as overall guideline into our Action Plan: 

“Tourism contributes to and is affected by climate change. Tourism SH should play a 

leading role in the global responses to climate change. By reducing its carbon footprint, 

in the transport and accommodation sector, tourism can benefit from low carbon 

growth and help tackle one of the most pressing challenges of our times”.  

- 3 new seed money projects for Actions 1-3 

- 1 new Flagship process under Action 1: Transnational tourism development in remote 

and rural areas 

o linked to SDG 12: “responsible consumption and production” 

o Kick-off workshop: December 2-3, 2020 -> title: Baltic Sea Food – from farm to 

fork 

o workshop will be based on outcomes of Baltic Sea Food project, respective 

regional strategies of member states and lessons learned from our workshop 

serial in the BSR 

o Focus: Going from global to local  

 Utilizing more local food supply chains  

 Promoting sustainable and regional economic activities in the BSR - 

increasing resilience in local and regional value chains 

o Goals: 1. Support the post COVID-19 recovery, 2. Introduce more social, 

economic and ecological sustainability in agriculture and food industry 

o Aiming at a cross PA workshop with PA Bioeconomy, PA Innovation, PA 

Education, … 

o Aiming at involving SH from non EU-neighboring countries (e.g. SH from North 

Western Russia - have a special interest in rural development) 

o First plenary meeting with HA Capacity, Swedish Institute, PA Bioeconomy and 

PA Education on Oct. 2, 2020 

o Second plenary meeting on Oct. 23, 2020 

o PA Bioeconomy interested in a long term collaboration 

o PA Tourism is creating a mailing list to inform and invite people to the workshop 

o Who needs to be there to design the Flagship?  

o Co-creative process: -> SC identifies 4-5 Stakeholders from each member state 

that are interested to build this partnership with us, that see the challenges and 

that can bring about the change. 

o We’re aiming at the Horizon 2020 Green Deal call and the Swedish Institute Seed 

Money call 

 

- NEW! PA Tourism working program prolonged until Dec. 31, 2020 
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Decisions: 

1.) PA Tourism launches new Flagship process 

SC identifies 4-5 Stakeholders from each member state that are interested to build this 

partnership with us, that see the challenges and that can bring about the change. 

 

2.) PA Tourism continues with the workshop serial/exchange meetings in the BSR to involve 

SH from the regional/local level  

 according to the PA Tourism communication plan: 3-4 SH seminars have to be organized 

in the MS (together with PAFP)  

 meetings with SH from Latvia, Poland and Estonia are still pending 

 Connect workshops online (e.g. SH from Latvia can exchange with SH from Poland) 

Opinions:  

a. Useful to invite people to discuss and meet (Hanna-Mari) 

b. SH from Lithuania had a lot of fun, enjoyed meeting (Lidija) 

c. Exchange meeting in Germany was very successful (Friederike) 

 

3.) Establishment of a SG Presidency (according to the revised AP) 

 

4.) PA Tourism supports the idea to launch a declaration for tourism cooperation to put 

forward the embedding exercise with the mainstream programs 

 

5.) The SG will nominate the PAC during the next SC meeting on November 13, 2020. 

 

6.) Concerning the 13th BSTF: SG opts for a summary. There will be no declaration. 

 

Open questions: 

Who should be invited to the Flagship workshop? 

What are the new topics and dates for the upcoming exchange meetings in 2021? 

How should the work between the PAC and SG Presidency be organized in the future? 

What priorities and discussion could be the best for our strategy? What kind of actions do 

we want to include in the upcoming period 2021-2027?  

 

 

 

 

 


